Few golf resorts in the world can match the extraordinary natural setting of the Boulders Resort & Spa in Scottsdale, Arizona. Twelve million years ago, a geologic eruption left a series of rock formations that gives this legendary resort its distinctive look. The two championship Jay Morrish-designed golf courses blend perfectly with the surrounding landscape and each course offers unmatched beauty of magnificent desert panoramas in the shadow of the unspoiled, ancient boulder formations. The North Course is par 72 with five sets of tees measuring in distance and slope 6811 yards/137 slope. The South Course is par 72 with five sets of tees measuring in distance and slope 6726 yards/140 slope. A three-story high boulder on the seventh hole of the South Course sits precariously atop a tiny one, just an arm’s length from golfers on the tee, while giant saguaro cacti stand like guardians. Indigenous plants like palo verde, mesquite trees, and varieties of cactus with vibrant flowering colors, add to the eye-popping setting throughout the resort’s 1,300 acres.

The resort’s signature hole is No. 5 South; where the green is carved from a dramatic rock outcropping, make it one of the most photographed holes in the country. It plays right up to the backdrop of a dazzling spectacle called the Boulder Pile, a massive group of rocks dotted with tall saguaros.

Don’t be surprised to see spectators on the golf course. No, not gallery-type spectators, these are wildlife—quail, cottontails, roadrunners, and maybe a friendly bobcat or coyote—that make their homes in the desert. As you can imagine, the Boulders has received dozens of awards and such recognition is proudly accepted and appreciated.

The Boulders Golf Academy offers private, one-on-one instruction with talented PGA and LPGA instructors. Customized golf events include glow night putting competitions, “Dine & Duff” golf programs, and more.

While staying at the Boulders Resort, guests embrace the peaceful environment where you feel like you are a million-miles from everywhere—at a place where you can relax in “splendid seclusion” with four swimming pools and a staff that makes you feel special with their desire to provide unsurpassed service.

Private Casita accommodations and 1-3 bedroom Villas include wood-burning fireplaces (a rarity at Arizona resorts) with private patios and breathtaking panoramic views. The Boulders Tennis Garden offers eight premier cushion and asphalt courts—even pickleball. If you want to take your game up a notch, tennis professionals conduct private instruction and clinics.

The 33,000-square foot Spa oasis is a quiet sanctuary with great attention to personal service and therapeutic treatments, such as massage and soothing baths for healing and wellness. There is a labyrinth; a fitness center; movement studio; an array of daily fitness classes; couple’s massage suites; a yoga studio; tea room; full-service salon and a Spa Café.

But, guests come to the Boulders Resort for more than just golf and spa pleasures. In addition to an endless array of first-class amenities, there are five on-site restaurants and the Discovery Lounge with floor-to-ceiling windows to watch a spectacular Arizona sunset. Outdoor activities include hiking or mountain biking on nearby trails over rolling desert terrain, rock climbing, hot-air ballooning, horseback rides, desert jeep tours, and custom tours including the Desert Photo Tour, the “Sonoran Explore” Tour, the “Walk the Rock” tour and Grand Canyon excursions. Nearby shopping in the towns of Carefree and Cave Creek welcomes you to the amusing Wild West.

For those that want to be a part of this prestigious golf community and enjoy all the amenities of this world-class resort, Boulders Golf Memberships are available. The Boulders Club has recently undergone many facility upgrades including the addition of an impressive outdoor dining space overlooking the 18th hole of both Jay Morrish designed golf courses. Plus, the men’s and women’s locker rooms have received complete renovations with upgraded amenities. The best part is, members are never asked to pay any assessments or food minimums. And, the Boulders Club offers 80% refundable initiation fees along with dues that are among the lowest in the market.

For more information call (480) 488-7312 or visit theboulders.com
Trilogy® is more than a place to live. It’s an exciting movement that invites you to try new things, connect with others, and experience real community. Because it’s more than just having fun in the moment - at Trilogy you have the chance to find deeper happiness in your life, today and every day.

Discover 55+ and all ages resort living reinvented at Trilogy.

VISTANCIA®
Peoria
From the High $200s

ENCANTERRA®
San Tan Valley
From the Low $200s

VERDE RIVER™
Rio Verde
Mid $300s - $1 Million+

WICKENBURG RANCH
Wickenburg
From the Low $200s
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55+ and All Ages Resort Communities in Arizona

JOIN THE MOVEMENT. LIVE HAPPIER® | TRILOGYLIFE.COM/AZ | 877.295.4041
Four Amazing Arizona Trilogy Communities, Limitless Lifestyle Opportunities

What’s not to love about Arizona? With sunny skies all year long and a fun, active outdoor lifestyle, it’s no wonder so many homeowners choose to spend the best years of their life at a Trilogy Arizona community! Here are a few favorite aspects of the AZ lifestyle:

- More bang for your buck – Arizona offers a relatively low cost of living. You can buy a gorgeous home in a Trilogy community at a competitive price point.
- Natural beauty – There’s nothing quite like the pristine desert setting or a Southwest sunset. Sights like the Grand Canyon, Sonoran Desert, and the red rocks of Sedona are just a scenic drive away from the Arizona Trilogy communities.
- Adventure – At Trilogy’s Arizona communities, it’s easy to get out and play. Ride nearby mountain bike trails. Meet up with neighbors for a daily walk or ride along the miles of Trilogy paths.Grab a paddleboard at Trilogy at Verde River’s Outfitter and head to one of Phoenix’s six greater lakes. This could be your reality!
- The pampering – Trilogy has spectacular day spas at each Arizona Resort Club. That means you can pamper yourself without even having to leave the neighborhood!
- Wine – Arizona is securing its place on the U.S. wine country map. The Verde Valley Wine Trail is a day trip from Trilogy communities and there are lots of wine activities offered at the Trilogy Resort Clubs.

WHO IS TRILOGY?

Triology by Shea Homes offers amazing resort communities for discerning buyers who are entering a new chapter of life. This chapter is focused on rediscovering passions, embracing opportunities, and creating new lifelong friendships with people who are in a similar place in their own journeys.

TRILOGY’S ARIZONA COMMUNITIES

In the Phoenix area, Trilogy has four communities:

TRILOGY AT VISTANCIA

Punch, AZ | 55+ Community

Located in Phoenix’s Northwest Valley, Trilogy at Vistancia has two incredible Resort Clubs, the Mita Club and the Kiva Club, which together total over 46,000 square feet of amenities, including fitness facilities, a spa, multiple resort pools, a chef’s kitchen, an artisan studio, sport courts, a lap pool, a tennis center, a six-lane lap pool, and adjoining poolside Solaz Grill, Mossa Athletic Club, Alvea Spa, a lap pool, an indoor exercise pool, a Tennis Center, outdoor dining spaces, and more.

TRILOGY AT WICKENBURG RANCH

Wickenburg, AZ | 55+ and All Age Community

Just approximately an hour drive from Phoenix is historic Wickenburg, a charming town and a quiet escape from the hustle and bustle of city life. The Wickenburg Golf & Social Club is the centerpiece of the community, with many amenities, including Big Wick and Lil’ Wick Golf Courses, Jake’s Spoon restaurant, The Vauch private dining room, Sophie’s Culinary Fadore, Alvea fitness center, Alvespa, The Watering Hole bar, a Courts & Sports Complex, an impressive resort pool, the Outpost poolside bar and grill, and more.

ENCANTERRA, A TRILOGY RESORT COMMUNITY

San Tan Valley, AZ | 55+ and All Age Community

Located in the desirable Southeast Valley, the all-ages Encanterra has an exclusive Trilogy 55+ enclave. Homeowners love the two Resort Clubs (La Casa and The Algarve), and the many amenities, including the private golf course, Bistro 1528 restaurant, The Vault private dining room, Explorations Café, La Cocina chef’s kitchen, a pristine resort pool and adjoining poolside Solar Grill, Mosia Athletic Club, Alvea Spa, a lap pool, an indoor exercise pool, a Tennis Center, outdoor dining spaces, and more.

TRILOGY AT VERDE RIVER

Rio Verde, AZ | 55+ and All Age Community

Just east of North Scottsdale, Trilogy at Verde River borders the spectacular Tonto National Forest. Its tranquil location makes it hard to believe that it’s also close to some National Forest. Its tranquil location makes it hard to believe that it’s also close to some
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Explore Sedona Like Never Before

Sedona’s ‘Secret 7’ Offer a Unique Travel Experience

The Sedona Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Bureau last year launched Sedona’s Secret 7, an innovative campaign that reveals hidden trails and locations across Red Rock Country. The campaign gives even frequent Sedona visitors more reasons to return and extend their stay by providing a list of unfamiliar places. The Chamber also wants to move visitors away from trails that are heavily traveled in order to help sustain the natural resources for generations to come.

Sedona’s Secret 7 is broken down into seven categories:

- Picnics
- Sunrise/Sunset Vista
- Stargazing
- Spiritual
- Arts and Culture
- Biking Trails
- Hiking Trails

Within each category there are seven different places that offer a doorway to lesser-known parts of Sedona. These hidden gems allow visitors the opportunity to create a one-of-a-kind itinerary based on their interests. Sedona’s Secret 7 also offers secret tips, like the quiet site with sweeping sunrise views that goes mostly undiscovered by Sedona visitors, or best bets to find reflective pools of water after summer monsoons.

“The goal of the campaign is to attract visitors to new destinations in Sedona while aligning with the Chamber’s mission to promote sustainable travel. For those looking to visit Sedona, tips on how to be a responsible traveler can be found at visitsedona.com.”

“For more information on Sedona’s Secret 7 visit SedonaSecret7.com”

“Best Golf Resort in the Southwest” — Golf Digest

Join the Boulders Club

An unforgettable membership experience awaits you at one of the finest golf resorts in the world. Pure playing conditions on two world-class golf courses/Full Restaurants & Lounges/ Luxurious new clubhouse facility, private locker rooms and club restaurants overlooking the 18th hole of both Jay Morrish-designed courses/Tennis Gardens/33,000 sq. ft. Spa & Fitness Facility/Private Hiking & Biking Trails/Tour Resort-Swimming Pools/ Exclusive members-only events/Luxury Resort Experience.

For more information contact Brandon Christensen
480.488.7312 | theboulders.com